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INDEX LOCK

Four easy steps to Index Lock
Index Lock and Auto Lock are features available on select fixed index annuities.

Index Lock allows you to manually
lock in an index value once each
crediting period – so you can capture
the index gain on any business day
you choose, rather than having to
wait until the end of the crediting
period. Auto Lock lets you set a target1
index interest rate percentage that, if
reached, will automatically activate an
Index Lock at the end of the business
day once the target is reached. This
step-by-step guide shows you how to
perform an Index Lock transaction
and set upper and lower Auto Lock
targets online.

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT INDEX LOCK AND AUTO LOCK, contact your

financial professional and see CSI-504 for full details and business rules.

This material must be used with an applicable fixed index annuity product brochure.
1

Setting targets authorizes Allianz to automatically activate an Index Lock once the target is reached based on the index interest rate percentage at the end of the business
day. Because of this, your index interest rate percentage may be greater than your upper target or less than your lower target. This service may be discontinued at any time.

Guarantees are backed by the financial strength and claims-paying ability of Allianz Life Insurance Company of North America.
Products are issued by Allianz Life Insurance Company of North America, PO Box 59060, Minneapolis, MN 55459-0060. 800.950.1962. www.allianzlife.com
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How can you apply an Index Lock
or set Auto Lock targets?
You can track and view index values anytime online.
Start by either creating or logging in to your account at www.allianzlife.com, and navigate
to the policy details page.

Under “Allocation and Index Performance,” you will be able to view the Index Interest Rate percentage
for each Indexed Allocation and whether an Index Lock or Auto Lock is available for that allocation.
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Index Lock / Set Targets

Select the “Index Lock / Set Targets” button to complete an Index Lock in four easy steps.
The figures shown are hypothetical and do not represent an actual client or contract.
Website view can change and may differ from examples shown.
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Step 1:
Acknowledge
Read the
acknowledgements
and select all of
the checkboxes.
Then select the
“Continue” button.

Step 2:
Choose
In the far right
columns, you will see
the option to add or
change an Upper
or Lower Target, as
well as a checkbox
next to any Indexed
Allocation that can
be manually locked.
Here you can set an
Upper Target and/
or Lower Target
by following the
instructions. Or
you can select the
checkbox to perform
a manual Index
Lock. Then select the
“Continue” button.

The figures shown are hypothetical and do not represent an actual client or contract.
Website view can change and may differ from examples shown.

Step 3:
Review
and submit
Simply review
the selection
and accept the
transaction Terms
& Conditions.

Step 4:
Confirm
The last step is to
simply confirm that
the request was
submitted. You will
see your transaction
number at the top
of the page.

The figures shown are hypothetical and do not represent an actual client or contract.
Website view can change and may differ from examples shown.

This material must be used with an applicable fixed index annuity or fixed index universal life insurance product brochure.
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